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READERS CONFIDENT MORE GROWTH AHEAD

Research, reader perspectives and industry insight help you plan ahead
The new Case 400 Series Skid Steers combine strength and reliability into one fast and productive package. The exclusive Case Power Reach feature* makes for faster cycle times by maximizing reach at any height—so you can quickly and easily load farther back into trailers and to the center of high-sided trucks. Optional hydraulic self-leveling retains more material for even more speed on the jobsite. And with our exclusive "no tool" 10-second tilt ROPS, you'll shave additional minutes off daily maintenance, too. See all the other ways the 400 Series takes your business performance to a higher level. Visit the professional partners at your local dealer for a demo, purchase or rental options, and details on financing and service plans. See www.caseoffers.com for the latest special offers and promotions from Case.

* Power Reach available on 435, 445 and 465 models only.
Indications are that demand for landscape services around most of the country is still strong and that 2007 will be a good year.

BY RON HALL

The way to grow profitably and professionally is by developing people.

BY BILL HOOPES

Columbus companies host PLANET facility tours; Canadian volunteers beautify Ottawa cemetery; new editor joins LM; Michigan landscaper honors fallen soldier; blower bans

BY RON HALL

Landscape Management offers its most comprehensive outlook ever, giving you the insights, trends and issues that will affect your business in the coming year.

Resources

BY BILL HOOPES

Winner: Garrick-Santo Landscape

Innovating and delivering exceptional customer service

BY RON HALL
WHAT'S NEXT, TITANIUM REINFORCED CUPHOLDERS?

All-new Dodge Ram 3500 Heavy Duty Chassis Cab with an available medium-duty grade Cummins® Turbo Diesel engine. When you've got a legendary Cummins Diesel in your Ram Chassis Cab, you've got the largest cylinder bore and longest stroke in the class.* And that means more torque at lower rpms, so you can get the maximum done when you've got a maximum load. For more info, visit dodge.com/chassiscab or call 800-4ADODGE.

*2007 Dodge Ram 3500 Heavy Duty Chassis Cab vs. 2006 Ford and GM one-ton, pickup-based Chassis Cab models.
Project EverGreen honors Twins

Since its inception in 1999, more than $1.1 million has been granted to improve 285 Upper Midwest, Southwest Florida and Latin American ball fields through the Twins Community Fund Fields for Kids program.

Readers respond

With the new year coming, it's time to reflect on the past and look toward the future. With that in mind, if you could start over in the landscape business, which one of these would you do most differently? Here's what you said:

- 20% Control growth better
- 20% Join an association and network more
- 29% Go on my own sooner

Want to weigh in? Our survey question changes every month, and we publish the results here. Visit www.landscapemanagement.net to voice your opinion.

Overheard

"If you had asked me a year ago, I would have predicted gloom and doom. But the great year we had gives me a lot of hope and optimism for the future."

— Tim Doppel, owner of Atwood Lawn Care in Sterling Heights, MI, commenting about the lawn care industry for LM's Outlook 2007.
Hardware:

Check Reader - automatically reads your customer's checks for quick receivables.

CLIP Connect - Use your Nextel or other phone for live, real-time route sheets. See what customer is being serviced.

CLIP Trak - Instantly know where your trucks are, then have this data automatically download into CLIP via GPS.

Software Links:

Links with MapPoint - automatically route all your customers on the map.

Links with Microsoft Word and Excel - Make estimates and letters inside the customer's file.

Link with Scanner - Save the signed contract right inside the customer file.

Language Translation - Route Sheets notes print in Spanish and Portuguese.

Links with Microsoft Outlook - Send email to customers from within the CLIP program.

Links with QuickBooks Pro - Send all billing data directly to QuickBooks.

CLIP Software:

- Bill from CLIP or QuickBooks.
- Up to 15 ways to schedule jobs.
- Store photos in customer record.
- Contact Management System.
- Do billing in minutes not hours.
- Employee Tracking.
- Chemical Tracking.
- Landscape/construction estimating and tracking.

What does all this mean for you? You can spend less time in the office doing paperwork and more time running the company.

CLIP has been around for over 20 years. There is a reason why 2 BILLION dollars are run through CLIP each year.

Call 800-635-8485 for more information
THE POWER OF CHOICE.

VISIT US ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB AT: www.landscapemanagement.net
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LEAN MANAGEMENT [leen man-ij-muhnt] noun — a powerful, systematic management approach that eliminates waste, adds value to customers, and maximizes profits.

LEGO® [leh goh] noun — a child’s plastic construction set for making mechanical models.

THE TWO FIT TOGETHER. LEARN HOW.

LEAN MANAGEMENT AND LEGOS® INTERACT • BUILD • LEARN • GAZOGLE

Want to minimize waste, add value for clients, and maximize profits? Learn lean management theories and real-life application from academia, lean management experts, and green industry professionals at PLANET’s EXECUTIVE FORUM.

• FEBRUARY 15-18, 2007
• HYATT REGENCY COCONUT POINT
• BONITA SPRINGS, FLORIDA
• EARLY-BIRD DEADLINE: JANUARY 12, 2007

Three days. Powerful peer exchanges. Effective strategies. High-caliber academic theory. LEGOs®.

Register today at landcarenetwork.org.
(800) 395-2522

PLATINUM SPONSOR: CATERPILLAR®
GOLD SPONSOR: STENS
SILVER SPONSOR: VERMEER
MEDIA SPONSOR: LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
How do you turn $10 in seed money into $1,035 in assets in one month? You start a landscape business, of course. Or, at least that's what two students at LeTourneau University, Longview, TX, did.

Mario Olvera and Justin Rector won the University's recent TALENT business competition, mostly by hard work but aided by delivering a service that's still much in demand.

Demand — that, to a large extent, is the theme of this special "Outlook '07" issue of Landscape Management. Demand for landscape services in all but a few regions of the country remains strong. Will it increase as briskly in 2007 as it did in the healing (emotional and economic) years post-9/11? That's a lot to expect, probably too much to expect. 9/11 (it almost seems like a bad dream already) caused a severe but, thankfully, short-lived disruption in almost every aspect of our lives, and created trends in our market that are still being felt. Most of us, for example, developed a deeper appreciation for our homes and properties as places of refuge, security and, increasingly, entertaining.

**Post housing boom world**

Knowledgeable landscape people tell us that the pent-up demand for landscape construction, caused by the 2001 economic stoppage has been sopped up. Who didn't welcome the huge surge in home building, which finally slowed this past year?

Even so, it was fun reading about the two Texas students featured in an article in the Longview News-Journal newspaper. The proved there's still much to do.

**One job leads to another**

The two spent $6 of their $10 seed money on gasoline to get to their first job, installing a hot tub for a couple living in a nearby city. That job earned them a quick $100 and recommendations for a series of lawn care jobs. By month's end they could count $1,035 in assets against $288 in liabilities, reported the newspaper.

The second place team in the university competition, again starting with $10 seed money, earned a $51 profit in a DVD rental endeavor by the end of the month. Six of the teams didn't make any profit.

What the success of the two students tells us is something most of us already know. Yes, it's incredibly easy to get into the landscape business. And, yes, there's always a demand for the services of somebody who is willing to work hard.

What the students will have to learn, assuming they decide to turn the exercise into an ongoing concern, is how to satisfy this demand in a sustaining and profitable business. They'll have to become business people.

Contact Ron at 216/706-3739 or e-mail at rhall@questex.com

Most indications are that demand for landscape services in all but a few regions of the country is still strong.
The way to grow profitably and professionally is by developing people.

Spring training starts now

BY BILL HOOPE

lease, please, please don't miss the golden training opportunity you have in December. Build overall team knowledge and skills now!

If you want the best results from your human resources don't waste this time. People who continually gain knowledge and skill become more successful and terminate at a lower rate, train now.

In December many of us stop working, shaving and having intelligent thoughts. In doing so, we fail to use a key training period. We tell ourselves it's time to kick back, and there is plenty of time for learning in January. But is that really true?

Hey, what happened here?

Let me tell you about a company my former employer acquired a few years ago. They had a great reputation for quality and happy customers. It was all there — the smart veteran staff, low cancels, etc. It was the direct result of a carefully crafted culture of training and development. The company invested in its people, which was returned many times over.

There was so much training going on in the winter the place looked like a library. Team members attended seminars and were all certified above and beyond any legal requirements. And they were proud of what they had built.

Soon, I saw that emphasis in winter training deteriorate into a "do it if you have time" scenario. Not that we said, "Don't train," we just didn't make it happen as before. And I saw the results: higher cancels, higher employee turnover and lots of walking bad attitudes.

Couldn't be helped, you say? After all, you've got to tighten up on expenses and max out the bottom line. But it doesn't work. If a company spends the vast majority of its HR money on pay and benefits alone, it loses in the long run. The way to grow profitably and professionally is by developing people.

People take jobs because they look good (pay and benefit-wise) from the outside. But people only keep jobs if they feel good once on-board. Maintaining positive feelings takes worker pride in self and accomplishment. That, in turn, requires training.

December training checklist

- Identify basic needs, topics and resources. PLANET can help its members in that regard. Extension services are a good source for information, too.
- Set aside a controlled, comfortable space for training.
- Appoint a knowledgeable person to lead training.
- Assign topics to key veterans who want to help.
- Have the trainer prepare a one-page topic outline of key points to be taught. Your outline contains only what you want people to know and understand now.
- Rehearse the presentation.
- Maximize visuals and minimize word documents.
- Mix training with work — two-hour sessions, maximum.
- Use a review quiz to confirm understanding.

— The author is founder of Grass Roots Training in Delaware, OH. Contact him at hoopes@columbus.rr.com or visit www.grassroots-training.com.
GET SERIOUS.

Professionalism.
Cooperation.
Certification.
Success.

SIMA Membership:

To do

✓ Renew contracts
✓ Recruit subcontractors
✓ Plan routes/crews

Service equipment

Order salt, ice melter

 Renew SIMA membership

Buy new bass boat
Columbus companies prove perfect hosts for PLANET facility tours

BY RON HALL

COLUMBUS, OH — The Brickman regional facility on the east side of Columbus, OH, was prepared for more than 500 visitors Nov. 1, as one stop on the popular facility tours that kick off the PLANET’s (Professional Landcare Network) Green Industry Conference (GIC) each year.

The Brickman regional office in a river valley on the outskirts of Columbus, the first stop, is not your typical Brickman shop. For one thing, at nearly 20 acres, it’s much bigger than most Brickman locations. For another, Brickman owns and does not lease it. The company, which has 150 branches in 23 states, leases more than 90% of its facilities.

The Columbus regional operation handles two branches and generates about $8 million annually, maintenance contributing about 60% of the total.

The site itself was clean and nicely landscaped, the buildings modern and the shop and storage areas orderly, although sparsely provisioned. Whenever possible Brickman has construction and planting material drop-shipped to work sites.

“Image is important at our facility,” Regional Manager Joel Korte told the attendees. “You want to send your crews out on the road with the image of what you expect them to do on the job site. If they leave from a dump, they will do dumpy work.”

Design/Build

Attendees on the design/build track then visited Peabody Landscape Group. Despite a cold drizzle setting in, David Peabody — who founded the company 25 years ago — and his team were gracious hosts.

Peabody explained at the peak of its season, Peabody Landscape employs 145 and runs about 23 crews. Its revenue mix is about 60% construction and 40% maintenance.

Peabody, like Brickman, is big on employee training, in particular safety training, which it conducts each Tuesday. The company has been “drug free” since 2001, a program it instituted through the local builder’s exchange. Being drug free allows the company to be considered for some big bid/build opportunities.

This past year Peabody got involved in the H-2B program and will be expanding its participation in the seasonal immigrant guest worker program next season.

Maintenance

Attendees on the maintenance track had the chance to see Environmental Management Services (EMI) in action. In business since 1992, the full-service company has accumulated $14 million in revenue (anticipated) in 2006, as well as 115 stuffed mounts, which line the office.

The team described all aspects of the business from maintenance to lawn care to irrigation to snow removal. Account representative Mike Litch described how the company has saved thousands of dollars by moving its time clock for employees to the main gate, so that they punch in immediately upon arriving and punch out as soon as they return. “That way, there’s no sitting around or grabbing sodas on company time,” Litch said. “They’re getting out on the job on time and getting home on time. It’s working out very well.”
TRACK WORKERS' HOURS AND COST CODES WITH DEAD-ON ACCURACY.

Find out why more than 300,000 workers clocked in today with The JobClock System!

TOTAL HOURS: 38:53

EXAKTIME

THE JOB CLOCK® THE LANDSCAPER'S TIMECLOCK™
Call today: (888) 788-8463 • www.jobclock.com

Circle 118
OTTAWA, CANADA — The ceremonies at this year’s Remembrance Day took on special significance for the 45 to 50 Green Industry volunteers and the 16 suppliers that donated product to beautify the National Military Cemetery in Ottawa, Canada.

The small band of volunteer workers went to work on Oct. 19 so that the cemetery would look sharp for the Nov. 11 ceremonies.

Remembrance Day in Canada is a day to commemorate the sacrifice of veterans and civilians in World War I and other wars. It is observed on November 11 to recall the end of World War I on that date in 1918. The observance is specifically dedicated to members of the armed forces who were killed during war, and was created by King George V of the United Kingdom on Nov. 7, 1919. Thousands of people gather near the National War Memorial in Ottawa. Among the crowd, war veterans pay their respects to fallen sailors, soldiers and airmen.

This year the Canadian landcare workers and suppliers contributed just over $20,000 dollars in products and labor to help beautify the grounds.

“Thanks again to everyone and I hope that next year we can make the Annual Day of Tribute even that much bigger,” said Chris Lemcke, one of the participants at the event. “Although we’ve had a good turn out the last two years and I know that everyone is very busy and it is hard to take the time out of a busy schedule I would like to challenge everyone to make a point of trying to go next year. If there was ever anything worth being involved in it is this, even if it is just to participate in the ceremonies or to watch the work that we do.”

Canadian volunteers prepare cemetery for Remembrance Day
Exaktime

Product Focus
The JobClock System is the leading timekeeping product used in the landscaping and construction trades. It is designed to easily track employee attendance at multiple, remote job sites. The JobClocks are rugged, weatherproof and are designed to be locked down at any worksite 24/7.

Exaktime has now added to The JobClock System with an exciting new product – The PocketClock. The PocketClock is designed for crews on the move and travels with them wherever they go. If you have workers that regularly visit multiple job sites during the course of a day, or service regular customer routes, then the PocketClock is ideal for you.

The PocketClock is special software that runs on a Palm Pilot and allows multiple workers to easily clock in and out directly on a Palm. Individual workers can clock in themselves with their own PIN or it can be put in "Supervisor Mode" where a supervisor clocks in and out for them. The PocketClock can track hundreds of labor codes and will automatically display in English or Spanish depending on the language preference for each worker.

You can use the new PocketClocks by themselves or together with JobClocks, depending on the needs of your business. All of the attendance records are passed into your office PC the same way – with the touch of one button – where you can print tabulated employee timecards or full attendance reports for any worksite or crew. The JobClock time records can also be automatically exported into the leading accounting software and payroll services, including QuickBooks, ADP and Paychex.

Call now to find out why 300,000 workers clocked in today with the award-winning JobClock System.

Manufacturing Facility
The JobClock System is made in the United States. Exaktime is based in Woodland Hills, CA.

Technical Support, Sales, Training and Customer Service
Product specialists are available to answer questions and customize a JobClock System to fit your needs. Contact us at 888-788-8463 Monday-Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific time. Product support is provided free for the first year.

Exaktime
22801 Ventura Blvd.
Suite 310
Woodland Hills CA 91364

Phone: 888-788-8463
Fax: 818-222-6148
Web site: www.jobdock.com
E-mail: info@jobdock.com

Key contact:
Val Doran

Mission Statement
At Exaktime, we understand the value of time and attendance management as the difference between profit and loss. Our products and services help thousands of customers save time and money by managing their employees' time on the job more effectively.

Exaktime is dedicated to providing the finest products and services in the industry while assuring that we are the easiest company to do business with.

Our purpose is to innovate, lead and serve our customers by ensuring that Exaktime helps make businesses better year after year. Exaktime is: Innovation At Work.
Jacobs joins *LM* as managing editor

Dan Jacobs joined the *Landscape Management* staff in mid November as the magazine’s managing editor. He is responsible for the month-to-month production of the print issue and its related digital informational products. In addition, he will be contributing feature articles, case studies and providing his own unique perspective on industry issues.

“We’re delighted to have someone with Dan’s talent, experience and enthusiasm on our editorial staff,” said Ron Hall, Editor in Chief. “Within days of joining our team he was making calls to readers and really getting into the industry.

“We’re particularly pleased because Dan will be sharing with our readers his valuable knowledge about small business and its many challenges and opportunities.”

Jacobs has worked on daily and weekly newspapers, as well as, several business and trade publications.

Immediately prior to joining Questex Media Group, Dan was a senior editor with Smart Business Network, and he has also spent time as managing editor at Penton Media. He has a bachelor’s degree in English Literature from the University of Cincinnati. In another life, Jacobs earned a Masters degree in education from John Carroll University and spent some time teaching at both the high school and college level before realizing journalism was a far less stressful occupation. He served as a yearbook advisor, started the school’s newspaper and taught the publications class. He has taught classes on the First Amendment, business law, business math, and computers.

A long-time member of the Press Club of Cleveland, Jacobs has chaired or sat on many of the organization’s programs and committees. He is the founder of the group’s Media Professionals Conference. Jacobs is also finishing out his second year as president of the Cleveland chapter.

Jacobs lives in the Cleveland area with his beautiful wife and two amazing children. When you get an opportunity, welcome him to our industry by calling 216/706-3754 or via email at djacobs@questex.com.
Michigan landscaper’s tribute to fallen soldier

EAGLE, MI — To Chip Frank of Smith Tree & Landscape in Lansing, MI, it was more than a job. It was his personal mission.

A recent article in the Lansing State Journal described how Frank helped create a fitting memorial to a young soldier who lost his life in Iraq.

The soldier, Army Cpl. Nyle Yates, 22, was killed by small arms fire in March, during his second tour of duty in Iraq.

His mother and stepfather, Don and Jami Edgecombs, went to Smith Tree & Landscape in June with a modest proposal for a memorial to their son. Their friends already had raised three flagpoles and the Edgecombs were thinking about creating a planter.

Frank had bigger ideas.

Stamped concrete, cut in the shape of the 101st Airborne’s crest, leads to a black granite wall that surrounds the flagpoles. A 42-inch-high bronze soldier stands frozen in a salute. An etched plaque quotes a verse from Psalms: “When I get to where I’m going, and see my Maker’s face, I’ll stand forever in the light of his amazing grace.”

When the Edgecombs asked Frank how much it cost, he told them not to worry about it.

“This project was very special,” Frank told Landscape Management. “I felt that it was my way of showing patriotism and appreciation for those soldiers who have given their lives so we can enjoy our freedom.”

Chip Frank of Smith Tree & Landscape put his heart into the design of this special memorial.

With version 7.0, the best scheduling software for QuickBooks users just got better! From integration with Nextel GPS-enabled phones, to enhanced contact management and job costing features, to a new and improved interface - QXpress version 7.0 is miles ahead of all other Green Industry software solutions.

Contact us today to schedule a free web-based demonstration of QXpress version 7.0.

call 1.877.529.6659 or visit www.qxpress.com for a FREE demonstration

Proud member of:

QuickBooks is a registered trademark of Intuit Incorporated. QXpress and the “Designed for QuickBooks” logo are trademarks used in registered trademarks of Intuit Inc., except where otherwise noted. All QuickBooks and Intuit software is sold subject to license agreement. Use of Planet Network software is subject to terms and conditions of use. Planet Network is not responsible for software and the quality and maintenance of the software.

Circle 109
East coast cities mull blower bans

CAMBRIDGE, MA — Leaf blower bans are n’t only for the West Coast any more. Many cities in California have banned or severely restricted leaf blower use, in most cases because of noise. Cambridge, MA, is looking at taking similar action. Recently, city officials established a Leaf Blowers Advisory Committee to determine if the blowers’ use should be banned or restricted, according to an article in the Boston Herald newspaper.

Some residents object to leaf blowers because they contend that leaf litter is healthy for the trees, and others point to alleged health risks associated with the particulates that the leaf blowers stir up.

Landscape and lawn service companies say a ban would increase customers costs.

Tougher standards
This comes on the heels of Westchester County, NY, proposing a law requiring landscapers to switch to leaf blowers that meet stricter pollution-emission standards.

If approved, the proposed regulations would be phased-in through 2009.

Any contractor or landscaper seeking to renew a two-year license starting in 2008 would have to list the types of leaf blowers the business owns and certify that they meet the new thresholds.

A violation could lead to a fine of $1,000. Any contractor who fails to comply with the new standards could also have his or her license revoked or even denied.

In the Know

Turf may get $$ in new farm bill

BY CURT HARLER
WASHINGTON D.C. — For the first time, turfgrass research may show up as a separate subtitle in the U.S. Farm Bill.

The House has earmarked $1.4 million for turf. The Senate has tentatively appropriated $1.8 million. If things go well, the nation’s turfgrass research programs should see somewhere above $1.5 million when the bill becomes law. The result could be two new, national turfgrass research positions, fully funded.

The appropriations are the result of a lobbying effort by the Turfgrass Research Initiative in Washington, D.C. Much of the funding has come from NTEP, which contributed $600,000 in the past six years. NTEP says it can not continue to support the lobbying effort at that level. Turf researchers are looking for $75,000 in 2006-07 and more money down the road.
People & companies

Carolina Nurseries, based in Atlanta, hired former Southern Nursery Association (SNA) executive vice president Danny Summers as director of sales. His replacement at the SNA will be Sam Galloway, a former executive director of the Southern Council of Optometrists.

Valent Professional Products of Walnut Creek, CA, added Frank Fornari to its Professional Products sales organization as territory manager in Florida.

Jody Mills, Horticulturist with Broccolo Tree and Lawn Care, was recently awarded a 2006 Presidential Recognition Award by the New York State Nursery/Landscape Association. Broccolo co-owner Albert Broccolo also received Green Roof Installation Certification from Elevated Landscape Technologies.

West Coast Turf welcomed Ryan Flaherty to its Northern California customer service team. His responsibilities are developing new landscape business, though he will also support the servicing and expansion of golf course and sports turf accounts.

Henry Wetzel joined Jacklin Seed as a research scientist.

Profile Products announced Frank Lauro, Profile’s Market Development Manager for the Western United States, has achieved the Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment Control (CPESC) designation.

Stephen Dorer joined Syngenta Professional Products’ Lawn & Garden team as a territory manager for Virginia and in northern areas of North Carolina.

Irrigation industry professional Bill Savelle has been promoted to national sales manager at Weathermatic.

Ryan Klein is Target’s new account representative for the golf and sports turf markets in San Diego.

Aquatrols hired Tom Boerth as research and development manager.

Request a web-based demonstration!

QXpress v7.0
As a QuickBooks user, you should use QXpress. Getting started couldn’t be easier, since QXpress instantly integrates with your existing customer list. Simply schedule new services for your QuickBooks customers, and print route lists and work orders. When services are complete enter job cost information and post them to QuickBooks as invoices! No double entry. No wasted time.

QX Mobile v2.0
QX Mobile is the most advanced PDA software available for Windows Mobile Pocket PCs. Take QXpress with you in the field to track start times, stop times, materials used, look up customer information, and sync wirelessly with the office. New in v2.0 is the ability to customize your own data entry screen, and print templates designed in QXpress.

QX Forms
QX Forms are industry-specific templates, available in a both plain paper and pre-printed format. And by using the powerful, built-in QXpress “Template Designer” you can easily customize QX Forms to suit your needs. Give your company a professional look, by using QXpress to print estimates, work orders, invoices and renewal letters!

call 1.877.529.6659 or visit www.qxpress.com for a FREE demonstration

Proud member of:
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THE MORE YOU WORRY ABOUT INSURANCE, THE MORE YOU’LL NEED IT.

Insurance or your customers? We know where you need to focus. So our expert advisors help customize coverage specific to you and your business needs. Like payroll reimbursement or loss of income coverage that’s immediate and protects you up to 12 months. Now, spend more time growing your business and less time worrying about staying in business. When life comes at you fast, Nationwide is on your side. Call 1-877-On Your Side™ to find an agent near you.
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APPROACHING '07
— SO FAR, SO GOOD

It’s unavoidable to try to look into the future, even just months ahead, without preconceived ideas of what it will reveal.

We plead guilty.

We, the editor and researcher types, too often buried behind computers, are fortunate to report on a dynamic industry. Our personal experiences and our discussions with business owners and managers can’t help but color our perceptions about the state of our industry’s health and the prospects for its future. So, we admit to starting this Outlook ’07 project feeling that the industry, apart from some regional problems, is healthy and is poised for continued growth into 2007.

As proof, we look to our latest industry survey where nine out of the 10 Green Industry contractors describe the industry as healthy, 33% of that number describing it as “thriving.”

Credible voices
These were experienced, knowledgeable people with 87.5% of the respondents identifying themselves as either owners or presidents of their companies. Another 7% claimed to be branch or franchise managers.

That heartening response of our latest survey seems to be a reflection of the 57% of owners and managers that reported that they had “plenty of work,” and when they stopped to look around, saw that everyone else was busy too.

So, it’s with more than a little confidence that we present the following look at where the industry is today but, more importantly, where it’s going to be next season.

We believe that the information within these reports is more than a snapshot but falls short of dissecting a subject as broad-scoped and regionally diverse as the landscape, lawn service and irrigation segments of the Green Industry.

The findings on the following pages are based on multiple sources, including telephone and email interviews with Green Industry owners/managers and the editors’ own experiences gathered in their travels to trade shows, conferences and face-to-face meetings with industry figures. And, of course, we draw much of the statistical information in the following reports from our ambitious mid-fall reader survey.

SALES HOPES HIGH FOR '07
The majority of contractors responding to our survey are expecting increased sales again in 2007. Respondents in the South are the most optimistic.

BASE: 554 RESPONDENTS

The focus is on sales in ‘07
79%

Three out of four (79%) Green Industry contractors answering our survey say they will sharpen their marketing and sales efforts to boost revenues in ‘07. One in five (19%) say they will rely upon advertising. According to our survey, the smaller the company, the more likely it is to advertise. Companies under $250,000 in annual sales are six times more likely to “advertise” than companies reporting revenues exceeding $5 million.

METHODOLOGY
Penn & Associates, a Cleveland-area research and data analysis company, conducted the study of landscape company owners and grounds managers for Landscape Management magazine’s online Outlook ’07 survey.

The number of completed interviews means we are 95% confident ±3.8 the results would be the same if we had interviewed all landscaping companies in the United States. Penn & Associates (www.pennandassociates.com) assures us on this.

Additionally, we revisited our summer “Subscriber Insights Study” to report on the industry’s projections in regards to chemical and equipment purchases into 2007. Signet Research Inc., an independent research company, conducted the survey on our behalf.

The company says the results of the survey are projectable to the total Landscape Management circulation at a 95% confidence level within a sampling tolerance of +/- 7%.
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Circle 133
The growth and evolution of professional landscape maintenance over the past several generations is astounding. It’s not too much of a stretch to liken it to a publicly traded stock such as McDonalds, which, had you bought it in 1970 would be worth 18,760 times its IPO price.

Contract mowing, once the summer occupation of neighborhood boys saving up for their first cars, is now the cornerstone of the multi-billion dollar maintenance segment of the landscape service industry. While the excitement of the design/build/install segment of the industry has eclipsed maintenance (defined as mowing, edging, pruning, enhancements) the past four years, we believe this trend will begin to reverse itself in 2007. Main-

continued on page 26
In a matter of seconds, you can go from mulching to side-discharge. There's not another mower that can do that.

The New John Deere 7-Iron II™ Mulch-On-Demand Deck.

"When we want to side-discharge, we can do it right from the seat," says Mike. "And we don't have to carry an extra piece of equipment." Just by engaging a lever from the operator's seat, the 7-Iron II mulch-on-demand deck goes from mulching to side-discharge in an instant.

Mike Dykstra, Dykstra Landscape Services Inc., Grand Haven, Michigan
continues from page 24

Maintenance should begin figuring more prominently in contractors' minds in 2007 due, in part, to the much-reported slowdown in the U.S. housing market the past two years.

"We're beginning to focus more on maintenance," says Chris Davitt, President, Ruppert Nurseries, Laytonsville, MD. "Both our maintenance and our installation are up right now. But when there's a downturn, our installation will feel it much more than our maintenance."

Even so, Davitt, whose company has branches in northern Virginia, near Philadelphia, just outside of Atlanta and several near Washington, D.C., sees few clouds on the horizon for any segment of the Green Industry contractor market. Not for 2007 anyway and especially not for maintenance.

"I think that 2007 is going to be a very good year," he says. "I would anticipate — and this is speculation — that we may start to see signs of a downturn in 2007. But, I don't see anything out there that is going to come fast enough to make 2007 a bad year."

He bases his prediction on the activity of building contractors in the Mid-Atlantic markets that Ruppert

Owners expect to pay more for labor

The cost of labor is going up, with or without legislation to bump up the $5.15 an hour federal minimum wage for non-exempt employees. Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA) proposes raising the minimum wage by $2.10 an hour. Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA) counters that an increase of $1.10 is in order. Sentiment in Congress is strong to raise the minimum wage in 2007. The minimum wage has not been increased since 1997.

Although the law of supply and demand — which applies to labor as surely as any other commodity — guarantees that landscape workers, including laborers, work for wages significantly higher than $5.15 an hour, most landscape business owners do not want to see the minimum wage increased. In fact, they see little reason to increase it.

Just slightly more than 58% (308 out of 529) of the respondents to our recent survey said they expect to pay their employees more in 2007. Companies in the $1 million to $5 million category will be the most generous with 76% of those respondents raising wages.

For the first time since we've been surveying readers, respondents tell us that average hourly wage for laborers will exceed $10 an hour, a foreman's wage will approach $15 an hour and field supervisors will be making, on average, $19.23 an hour. These figures are based on 273 responses. Respondents say they employees’ salaries account for 35% of their expenses this year, the average of 365 reader responses. They expect these costs to rise .7% in '07, according to the survey.

In light of these findings, why raise the minimum wage, our readers wonder? Unemployment remains low at 4.5% (3.8% for adult men), and finding willing, able-bodied young employees remains one of the industry's most pressing challenges.

Real wages have been going up because of increased productivity and robust demand for industry services. Raising the minimum wage for the least skilled workers and those just entering the job market will create a "ripple" effect in the labor market, which is working fine without government wage interference. — RH
At Walker Manufacturing this is how we think about what we do—we don’t make lawn mowers, we make beautiful places. That thought has inspired us for nearly 30 years on our quest to design and build the best possible machine to make a beautiful place. And the Walker is made for landscape contractors who have the same thought—we don’t “mow grass”, we make beautiful places. Ask to see a Walker demonstration if you are not using Walker and would like a little help in making your own beautiful places.
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WWW.WALKERMOWERS.COM
services, which, although not as robust as it was in '03 and '04, is still relatively healthy.

"Landscapers have a bit of an advantage in that we get to watch the general contractors, and when it slows down for them, we have a year before it really affects us on the installation side and maybe another half year before it affects us on the maintenance," he says.

Bottom line: the maintenance market will continue to grow in 2007 and into the foreseeable future.

How much? We couldn't determine the rate of growth nationwide from the data, and, even if we could, it would be meaningless to individual business owner/contractors. Indeed, there's a huge difference in the size of maintenance companies with smaller companies projecting growth anywhere from 30% to 100% next year, and larger companies — those with revenues of $5 million or more — budgeting for sales increases in the 5% to 10% range.

Encouragingly, 78% of respondents (431 of 583) to our survey predict growth. Only 22 respondents (4%) expect fewer sales in 2007.

5 maintenance trends

1. The bigger you get, the more you'll need H-2B workers. If you're small enough, you can do it all yourself or with a few of our buddies. But there comes a time when you need guys that can work 10 hours a day and are grateful for the work.

2. Mechanization is reducing labor needs. Tough jobs like putting down mulch are simplified with equipment such as mulch blowers or that nifty Mulch Mule. Advances in compact equipment and attachments make tasks less labor dependent.

3. GPS-equipped service vehicles are speeding service delivery as they take a lot of the worry out of vehicle and equipment misuse.

4. Workers comp costs and OSHA's focus on the industry are awakening owners to the need for ongoing safety training.

5. Enclosed trailers and increased yard security measures will be a priority, as companies look to reduce incidence of vehicle and equipment theft.

— RH

Labor costs heating up

$1.23

average amount of increase in the hourly rate companies expect to pay their supervisors in '07. Respondents, almost across the board, indicated they expect to be paying all their employees more next season.

Wages rise with rising sales

2/3

fraction of landscape businesses with increased revenue in '06 paying employees more in '07. Only 41% of companies suffering a revenue decrease in '06 will shell out more for help.

LOW-PRICE MYTH DEBUNKED

So you think that your bargain basement prices will boost sales? Wrong. Only 5.3% of respondents cited price as the reason they grew in 2006. Even some of these respondents aren't totally convinced that's the route to go since only 3.9% told us that's their strategy for '07.

Here's how companies plan to grow next season:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased marketing/sales effort</th>
<th>52.1%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong customer service</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional investment</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved efficiencies</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CASH FLOW CONCERNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not Too Concerned</th>
<th>Not At All Concerned</th>
<th>Very Concerned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPLIT ON THE U.S. ECONOMY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not Too Concerned</th>
<th>Not At All Concerned</th>
<th>Very Concerned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40.6%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When it comes to mowers, Hustler is King.

“King” Richard Petty, winner of 200 NASCAR Races

To try a Hustler for yourself, call now: 1-800-395-4757

Hustler Turf

hustler turf.com

Circle 114
It's on your 'to-do' list

76.9%

In what should be good news to the Professional Landscape Network (PLANET) and the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute, who are planning the first-ever Green Industry and Equipment Expo in Louisville next year, 76.9% of company owners and managers say they'll be attending trade shows in '07, an increase of 6.5% from 2006.

BASE: 314

Routing Via the Satellites

GPS tracking is getting popular in professional landscaping, and the bigger the company, the more likely it is to equip its service vehicles with GPS. One-third of 620 respondents said they have or "plan to have" GPS-equipped vehicles. The number jumps to 66% for companies with revenues exceeding $5 million annually.

'Must have' for success

Maintenance/mowing contractors say these attributes rock ("are very important") in the success of their efforts:

- 86% ➤ Fast response
- 78% ➤ Technical service
- 69% ➤ Value
- 69% ➤ Customization
- 67% ➤ Full service
- 58% ➤ Innovation

Ongoing client communication

Note: based on 66% of respondents who indicated they will be charging more in '07

Continued from page 28

2007 than they had in 2006. By contrast, 66% (386 of 583 respondents) said they experienced increased sales this past season.

Like the Energizer Bunny, our society's demand for landscape maintenance just keeps on going. Much of this is due to demographic and lifestyle trends that almost override economic cycles.

Consider that the Baby Boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) represent more than 25% of the U.S. population. They fueled apartment building in the 1970s, powered the 1980s housing market, added to their net worth during the high-flying 1990s and saw appreciable gains in the market value of their homes and properties in recent years. And they're still driving the U.S. economy, buying second homes, settling in the Sunbelt, moving into full-service communities or upgrading their homes and properties. As a group, they're busier than ever, either with their careers or other activities, and increasingly look to service providers to free up their time for leisure, social and recreational activities. That's good news for all property-focused service businesses. Not for just 2007, but for years afterwards, as well. And the trend for do-it-for-me services is expected to continue.

The U.S. population is aging. The median age of the U.S. population has increased from 34 in 1994 to 35.5 in 2000 and will peak at 39.1 in 2035, predicts the U.S. Census Bureau.

According to our survey, maintenance of residential single-family homes is expected to account for 48.4% of the revenue generated by contractors in 2007, with commercial establish-

Continued on page 32
Increase productivity and keep your best operators on the job with Grasshopper mowers. Our Ultimate Operator Station™ enables faster and longer mowing with less fatigue, while deep DuraMax® decks provide a beautiful cut at top speeds for your high-profile accounts. Call 620-345-8621 or visit GRASSHOPPERMOWER.COM.
continued from page 30

ments accounting for 28% and condos/apartments and HOAs 16%. As a company grows the ratio begins reversing itself with commercial generating increasingly more revenue.

"Everyone is busy here," says Larry Wilson of Lawn Landscape Design, Yonkers, NY. He and his crews work mostly in lower Westchester County and provide some services in the Bronx, too.

"Real estate prices here have fueled a considerable amount of growth in the whole home improvement market in the New York Metropolitan market," says Wilson.

continued on page 34

LARRY WILSON SAYS HIS CLIENTS ARE STILL POURING MONEY INTO THEIR HOMES AND PROPERTIES.

HEAD WEST YOUNG MAN

63%

percentage of respondents from the U.S. West who told us they're increasing their full-time workforce in '07. We surmise this is a reflection of greater population growth and construction activity there. By contrast just 27.8% of respondents from the Midwest will add to their employment base next year.

Company Web sites proliferating

The West is the best when it comes to percentage of Green Industry contracting companies with Web sites. Of the 74 respondents from that region answering our study, 64 (86.5%) say they either have or will have a Web site in 2007. Here's a breakdown of the industry as a whole:

- Have and Use Regularly 40.8%
- Have but Not Used Much 13.8%
- Plan to Have in '07 14.3%
- Do Not Have 31.1%

TOTAL RESPONSES: 537

Professionals Demand Solutions
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"People have realized tremendous equity in their homes. They're making home improvements, and quality landscaping is high on their list."

But what do these maintenance customers, whether they're residential or commercial, expect of their service providers?

They want personalized communication, they want quick response from service providers and they want value, and in that order, our survey revealed. Somewhat less important are factors such as technical knowledge and being able to offer a full palette of landscape services, respondents said.

How are contractors going to grow their revenues? Apart from finding new customers and upselling existing clients, two responses popped up more often than others — more reliance on labor-saving equipment (37%) and offering customers new services (31%). This response rate, we feel, is closely tied to another trend in landscape maintenance, more focus on employee training. If contractors are adding new equipment and services, employees must be trained in both areas.

Seven out of 10 of contractors told us that they intend to "make time for employee training" next year. The larger the company the more likely it is to train. The survey said that 92% of companies in the $1 million to $5 million range and 93% for companies with revenues more than $5 million are training.

We're confident that this optimistic view of next year's maintenance is an accurate one. That said, it's the experienced business owner who keeps a finger to the wind and plans for what's coming that succeeds.

"As long as the industry has appropriate warnings when a down market comes, it can adjust budgets, cut costs and learn to be profitable," says Ruppert's Chris Davitt. "Where people get hurt is when they don't have or don't heed the warnings." LM

Industry seeks permanent H-2B fix

All right, it's pretty much agreed (even among politicians) that the H-2B seasonal immigrant guest worker program is a win for everybody — U.S. small businesses, our economy and for the foreign workers, the huge percentage of which return to their home countries after working in the United States.

Isn't about time this program got fixed? For good?

Supporters of the H-2B seasonal immigrant guest worker program, including a large number of landscape company owners, are pushing for just that.

"We're working behind the scenes feverishly," says immigration attorney Donald Mooers, one of the principle drivers of the Save our Small and Seasonal Businesses Act, the small stand-alone bill that, the past two years, has provided small business with access to H-2B workers.

However, that Act, passed in 2005 and given a one-year reprieve again in 2006, is no more than a band-aid for a troublesome small business issue — continued labor availability, he says. The reason: It's temporary in nature, expiring September 30, 2007, and it doesn't provide enough workers for U.S. small business, says Mooers.

In 1990 Congress established the H-2B program, limiting it to 66,000 guest worker visas. That quota has not changed, although the American economy has expanded greatly along with the labor needs of small business owners, he explains.

While the passage of the 2006 version of the Act by Congress as part of a larger appropriations measure (literally minutes before the '05 Act expired) enlarged the pool of returning immigrant workers to U.S. businesses through '07, it's not enough, Mooers claims.

Backers of the Save our Small and Seasonal Businesses Act 2007 (the likely name of the new effort) are seeking three things:

1. Make the returning worker exemption permanent.
2. Reinforce the security needs of the country by making sure that the returning workers receive full security reviews and pass through a U.S. embassy during one of the prior three years of their eligibility as an H-2B or H-2R (returning) worker.
3. Expand the number of seasonal immigrant guest workers visas available to U.S. businesses.

Mooers says that he expects Senators Barbara A. Mikulski (D-MD) and John Warner (R-VA) to continue to support the Act. He is confident that co-sponsors will be found in the House, as well.

"Whether the Save our Small and Seasonal Businesses Act is outside or inside the broader immigration debate, this is a small business issue," adds Mooers. "We don't care through which legislative vehicle this is passed. This is a small, stand alone bill and most small, stand alone bills get attached to larger legislation." — RH
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The very wise Lisa Simpson once told her distressed father Homer that the Chinese use the same word for "crisis" as they do for "opportunity."

"Yes," Homer replied excitedly. "Crisi-unity!"

Homer's mental deficiencies notwithstanding, the idea of keeping a positive outlook — seeing the challenges ahead as a potential advantage — is in full effect for the lawn care industry. In fact, despite noted concerns about energy prices, health care, competition, employees, material prices and government regulations, 74% of lawn care professionals expect sales to increase in 2007, according to Landscape Management's State of the Green Industry report.

"Our goal is to increase our net revenue, and maintain our growth rate of about 10-12%," says Rob Shauger, president of Advanced Applications Tree & Lawn Service in Utica, NY. Though Shauger expects to see an...
A golf course isn't the only place for well-managed, disease-free grass. Now there’s Armada™, a fungicide that protects both your customers' turf and your profit margin—at around half the price of leading fungicides. Developed exclusively for lawn care professionals, Armada combines the power of a systemic and contact fungicide for persistent control of brown patch, leaf spot, red thread and 11 other turf diseases. At a price that won’t put a hole in your wallet. To learn more, call us at 1-800-331-2867 or go to BayerProCentral.com.
Continued from page 36

other push from activists to implement a neighbor notification law on lawn care applications, he plans to open a second office. 

"We haven’t been touched by the cooling housing market," Shauger says. "We’re not having trouble finding new customers, and we haven’t had any of our current clients cancel on us. They are pretty loyal. And the new market we are moving into has triple the population, triple the number of businesses and triple the disposable income as the area we service now."

Economic woes

It is too early to be singing the blues, with the national unemployment rate at 4.5% and the stock market setting or at least hovering near record-highs, but leading economic indicators do point to a slow down coming in 2007.

But that doesn’t mean the lawn care business will be drying up, according to Scott Frith, vice president of marketing and franchise development for Lawn Doctor. "As many consumers spend less on luxury goods and vacations, specifically, they will spend more time at home and want it to look its best," he says. "I also see an opportunity for Lawn Doctor to dramatically increase the number of franchises in 2007. As midlevel managers and executives are laid off, they will want to start businesses of their own with the stability that comes with experienced franchisors."

Continued on page 40

Rob Shauger says an average client spends $600 on lawn care services.

2007 PER HOUR CHEMICAL SERVICE CHARGES

Note: Based on 66% of respondents who indicated they will be charging more in '07

Franchising remains attractive option

BY SEAN GALLAGHER

The Green Industry is a fragmented industry. That’s why franchised businesses in the industry have continued to grow and earn business with their recognizable, trusted brands.

As a whole, franchise unit growth is estimated at about 10% annually, according to the International Franchise Association (IFA). In fact, an estimated 900 new franchise concepts have entered the franchising arena over the past three years, and franchised businesses now span approximately 80 different industries. You may not know it, but many companies you do business with on a daily basis are franchised. The convenience store where you buy your morning cup of coffee, the gas station where you fill up your tank and the restaurant where you take your family out to dinner may all be franchise operations.

In the home services sector, there’s competition among the large national players and those businesses operating solely on the local level. The balance consumers are looking for is the quality service provided by a vast depth of knowledge, often associated with large corporate operations, while benefiting from local execution and support. In essence, many consumers want to work with a trusted, knowledgeable business whose owner they know by his or her first name. With franchising, this is possible.

Another key advantage of operating a franchised business, rather than an independent one, is that individual franchisees can take advantage of the cost savings afforded by a franchise system’s collective buying power.

"Independent operators may find themselves in a position where they may want to consider franchising as a way to increase efficiency to compete with low-cost producers that can take advantage of economies of scale," says Scott Frith, vice president of marketing and franchise development for Lawn Doctor, the largest lawn care franchise in the United States. "Franchising provides the best of both worlds, the ability to leverage collective buying power and brand recognition, while maintaining a level of independence."

Based on the inherent fragmentation of the Green Industry among a few large players and many small local operators, franchising continues to provide a viable opportunity for current and future land care operators.

—The author is the marketing project manager for Lawn Doctor Inc., Holmdel, NJ. Contact him at 7321946-0029 or spattglasshag@comcast.net

Note: Based on 66% of respondents who indicated they will be charging more in '07
DON'T COUNT ON THIS.
Tim Doppel, owner of Atwood Lawn Care in Sterling Heights, MI, says the economy in Michigan hasn’t been good. Even so, his company achieved 11-12% growth in 2006.

"Even in this economy, there are still lots and lots of people who want lawn care," Doppel says. "But in a tough economy, you have to be able to show customers the value they're getting for what they're paying. The customers you want will not be put off by the higher price. They want to see the quality of work you provide."

Our survey shows that customer service is the key to growth in 2007. To go along with that, 64% of lawn care companies plan to increase their sales and marketing efforts, 10% expect to invest more into the company — either through new employees or locations, and another 10% plan a shift in strategy, such as focusing more on commercial jobs.

Advanced Application’s Shauger will increase aeration and topdressing services to his clients. He doesn’t see a lot of companies in his market offering those services. Frith sees an opportunity to deepen relationships with customers by providing a premium service level. Doppel agrees, and says the company’s big push in 2007 is “getting customers to use more of our services,” rather than attract new customers.

---

Project EverGreen seeks consumer action '07

BY DEN GARDNER

115 million. That's the number of consumers Project EverGreen told about the benefits of green spaces in 2006. Project EverGreen, the two-year-old coalition of Green Industry associations and companies, begins 2007 with the same ambitious aim — to build a greater appreciation of green spaces among the public.

One key initiative is the transition of ProjectEverGreen.com to a community-based Web site that will engage consumers. Consumers visiting ProjectEverGreen.com will likely be able to join an affinity club for yard enthusiasts, get tips and how-to information on maintaining green spaces, take trivia contests and quizzes, and take part in local and regional programs.

Of course Project Evergreen will continue to seek landscape and lawn service companies to participate in its successful GreenCare for Troops program. This public service initiative provides free lawn care for families of armed forces personnel whose major breadwinner is serving in the Middle East. The GreenCare for Troops’ slogan is “Serving You While You Serve Us.” Are you a volunteer yet? Many more military families need lawn care help. By the end of November, Project Evergreen had 2,100 families signed up and almost 500 landscapers/lawn care operators volunteering to help them nationwide.

EverGreen continues to act as the face of the Green Industry by offering resources to the media. It also stimulates interest in all types of well-maintained green spaces — lawns, landscapes, trees, gardens, parks, sports fields and golf courses — with a variety of programs.

Volunteer, contribute and get involved! Sign up online at www.projectevergreen.com. Or call me toll-free at 877/758-4835.

— The author serves as executive director of Project EverGreen and helped found its current mission and strategies just two years ago.
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Summary of Dow AgroSciences field trials, 2001-2004, IL, MI, PA, IN, NJ, RI, MD, VA.

Visit www.DimensionHerbicide.com for more university trials.
Regulation: danger ahead

It looks like that for the lawn care industry, concern over increased government regulation increases as you move north, closer to Canada where the environmentalist movement has led to bans on the cosmetic use of pesticides in 122 communities.

But even though increased regulation is a concern, it is not a death knell for lawn care, explains Laurie Broccolo, CEO of Broccolo Tree and Lawn Care in Rochester, NY.

"Last year was very challenging due to regulations requiring 48 hour advance notice to clients' neighbors. We managed to turn this burden into a marketing campaign. We focused on customer communications to alert them of our struggles to comply, but also our commitment to quality," she says. "The constant mailings for notifications inspired many neighbors to take a look at Broccolo lawns, and this fall we have had an influx of inquiries and sales for the 2007 season."

“Our outlook for 2007 is very positive and we are expecting a 10% growth after a few years of status quo,” Broccolo adds.

continued from page 40

Lagging behind on the Web

Lawn care companies are not as likely to have or maintain Web sites as landscape contractors specializing in design/build or maintenance. Just 50% of the LCOs responding to our survey say they “have” or “plan to have” Web sites next season. Contrast this to the 78% of design/build contractors and 69% of the maintenance operations answering affirmatively to these questions.

AIM FOR 90% CLIENT RETENTION

Churning is evil. Retention is heavenly. Profitable customers retained from year to year build profitable companies. Successful Green Industry contractors retained 87% of their customers in '06. When that number approaches 80%, companies begin experiencing declining sales. The goal of high-profit companies — 90% retention.
Merit® + Fertilizer
from The Andersons

Turf Fertilizer
22-3-8

REDUCE LABOR -
Fertilize and control insects
in a single application

A variety of controlled-release
nitrogen sources available

For fertilization and optimum
insect control in turfgrasses
and landscape ornamentals,
and in sod farms

Offered in three particle sizes
to meet your specific need

Highest quality formulations
ensure you optimum results!

For more information, contact your local
Andersons Lawn Products distributor,
your local territory manager, or call
Andersons Customer Service
at 800-253-5296.

www.AndersonsLawnProducts.com

Merit is a registered trademark of Bayer CropScience
The Andersons is a registered trademark of The Andersons AgriServices, Inc.
Bern Bonifant, vice president of Bay Country Lawns in Merrifield, VA, says he is concerned about increased restrictions on products that the company is accustomed to using. Still, he likes the performance he has seen from several new granular products, and he will use 2007 as an opportunity to include new products and their related services into the company’s offerings.

As for the difference the new political climate will have on the company, “All I know if that, since we’re in the (Washington), D.C. area, a lot of guys and guys’ bosses just lost their jobs and will be moving out of the area,” Bonifant jokes. “And there’s going to be new people moving into town to take their place. That’s an opportunity for us to find new business.”

Weather worries
Given that your typical weatherman can’t tell you what the weather tomorrow is going to be like with any accuracy, it is really impossible to forecast how 2007 will affect the lawn care industry. Will the South see more droughts? The East Coast more...
Product after product, Quali-Pro continues to build one of the industry's most comprehensive post-patent portfolios.

Year in and year out, Quali-Pro delivers with the products that meet your performance demands and exceed your expectations for value.

Expect more of the same, only better, with a host of new product introductions throughout 2007.

For more information about Quali-Pro products, or to find a sales manager near you, call 800-979-8994 or visit www.quali-pro.com.
floods? Are we due for more hurricanes? Or will frogs just start falling from the sky? Regardless of what happens, lawn care companies will just deal with it, as they always do.

Bonifant says in 2006, the Washington, D.C.-area saw days with up to 14 in. of rain. “These caused a lot of excitement, a lot of growth, but also a lot of diseases,” he says. A strong fall weather-wise got Bay Country Lawns’ customers’ lawns back on track and healthy. “We think neighbors will be able to see the difference our program makes, and with a strong push on referrals, will lead to more business in 2007.”

Brad Johnson, president of Lawn America in Tulsa, OK, has budgeted for

Brad Johnson says his company will be more aggressive in getting referrals in 2007.

In spite of being on the second or third generations of some popular industry-specific business management/routing software, there’s still apparently a big market out there for these handy administrative/operations tools. Of the 531 people responding to our survey, 57.4% say they have or “plan to have” these tools in 2007. That leaves 42.6% still doing their own thing.

- 38.6% Use Regularly
- 10.7% Have but Not Used Much
- 8.1% Plan to Have in ’07
- 42.6% Do Not Have

531 RESPONSES; MEAN: 2.8

Whether your project calls for Valley View Landscape Edging, Diamond-Lok® Paver/Brick Edging or Venus” planters and trash receptacles — no company delivers more guaranteed quality than Valley View. Don’t settle for less!

www.valleyviewind.com • ph 800-323-9369
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ABSOLUTELY HAMMERS MITES.

Pampers Everything Else.

No miticide performs as well as Floramite® against key mite pests in all life stages. It pounds tough pests like two-spotted and spruce spider mites with hard-hitting contact action. Then, it gives long residual control, up to 28 days, to get those late hatches.

Floramite features a unique mode of action and highly selective activity so it’s easy on predacious mites and beneficial insects. And its low toxicity means it’s easy to work with and safe for the environment.

If you want to drop the hammer on mites, while you pamper everything else, get the economical, user-friendly control of Floramite.
22% growth in 2007 — up to $2.2 million — despite the ongoing drought that has affected states like Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma (and on top of 16% growth in 2006). The growth will come from upwards of five new franchises he plans to start next year, which would double the current five franchises of Lawn America.

"With the drought, it's been feast or famine for a lot of areas," Johnson says. "We're dealing with spring dead spot, and even some battles with brown patch on fescue grasses. What this has done is really show the importance of our services, and necessitated ongoing communication with our customers."

Johnson says his company will be even more aggressive in using customer referrals in 2007, focusing on bringing in the new franchises and teaching them Lawn America's system.

"There's always room for more people who do business the right way, have patience and stick to the program to build up their customer base," he says.

Lawn care's future lies at local level

BY STACEY PINE

Mid-term elections brought newly elected policy makers who have advancing "environmental" agendas as top legislative priorities. Too often, this "environmentalism" translates to anti-pesticide and anti-fertilizer.

Nationally, Democrats hold a 230-192-seat majority in the House and a 51-49 majority — including two Independents — in the Senate. A similar shift occurred at the state level. Democrats control the legislative and executive branches in 16 states.

The shift in power placed a number of aggressive "environmentalists" in leadership positions who will be looking to limit or ban use of the pesticides and fertilizers. At the federal level Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA) has become chair of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee. Boxer is opposed to virtually all pesticide and fertilizer sale and use every time you crossed a county or town line? It would be nearly impossible, which is why 41 states have laws on the books preventing localities from passing any laws related to pesticide sale and use. Ten states have laws preventing local regulation of fertilizer. In spite of these state laws, localities continue to pass restrictions. If you don't believe the threat is real, consider Canada. Activists have succeeded in banning the "cosmetic use" of pesticides on turf and landscapes in more than 122 communities and one entire province.

The threat of a law or policy adversely impacting your business is real. Be aware of what's happening in the towns where you operate and get to know local policy makers. Show up and speak up if you learn about a proposal to ban or restrict products you count on to be available when you need them. Take action while you can still make a difference.

"THE THREAT OF A LAW ADVERSELY AFFECTING YOUR BUSINESS IS REAL," — STACEY PINE

— The author is with DC Legislative and Regulatory Services in Washington, D.C., and manages the RISE grassroots program. Contact her at spine@delrs.com.
ANLA MANAGEMENT CLINIC
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

A WORLD OF IDEAS

3 intense days
75 business changing sessions
1,000 green industry professionals

THE BEST NETWORKING EXPERIENCE

JANUARY 31 THRU FEBRUARY 3, 2007

www.ManagementClinic.org
202-789-2900
It's no secret that consumers are spending more time at home, and spending more money on their homes. In recent years, this has painted a rosy picture for landscape design-build professionals. Demand for decks, patios, pools, gardens, outdoor kitchens and anything else that turns a family's backyard into a destination nearly outstripped contractors' abilities to fulfill that need.

Though real estate pundits have predicted another 12% drop in new-home construction in 2007, demand for landscape design-build professionals isn't cooling. That may be because there's still more than a six-month inventory of new homes for sale at the current sales pace, according to the U.S. Commerce Department.

What's old is new
But even if the new home construction slump does catch up with the design-build business, it's unlikely to be too detrimental in 2007.

continued on page 52
Don’t let your Bobcat® equipment sit idle in the winter. Make sure you’re maximizing your investment year-round. Use the family of Bobcat snow removal attachments to keep busy with diverse snow removal jobs – from paths to parking lots, and everything in between.
LET YOUR MOUSE DO THE WALKING

69%

of design/build professionals they let their mouse to the walking when it comes to buying services and materials online. They are easily the most active group of Green Industry contractors. When we asked all respondents to compare their anticipated '07 online purchasing to their 2006 activity, 42.4% (146) said they will increase online spending.

continued from page 50

That's because new homes aren't the only market indicator for the design-build segment of the landscape industry. Many homeowners are calling on contractors to renovate the landscapes of their existing homes.

"Most of our work is renovation work," says Jeff Rak, president of Land Creations Landscaping Inc., Columbia Station, OH. The 16-year-old company focuses on residential hardscapes. "We didn't notice when the housing bubble burst this year. In fact, it was a record year for sales."

Rak says renovations have become a niche for the 12-employee design-build firm. And most of its business - 76% to be precise - comes from previous customers and referrals.

Referrals are powerful

JTS Landscaping, Seville, OH, also relies on his current customers. The 10-employee firm does about $1.5 million in annual sales, largely by reminding its customers how important their referrals are.

"Referrals and word-of-mouth advertising are our number one marketing tool," says Joe Pavlovicz, president of JTS Landscaping. "And most of them are justified leads, in terms of panning out, because they know what to expect from us."

Referrals and repeat business is so high, in part, because keeping up with the Jones' yard these days means a lot more than having a perfectly manicured lawn. It means outdoor living spaces that make the home the place to be.

'They're like family'

With all the challenges design-build professionals have to look forward to in 2007, finding and retaining workers is perhaps the most significant. Fuel prices can be added into bids, new technologies can be learned and there's still plenty of room for competition. But labor is the biggest expense and may also be the biggest cause of sleepless nights for design-build contractors.

For many design-build firms, labor equals H-2B visas. Thankfully, due in part to widespread industry pressure, a one-year extension on the visa cap allows workers who entered the U.S. with an H-2B visa in 2004, 2005 and 2006 to return under an H-2B visa and not count against the 66,000 visas per-year cap.

That's great news for Jeff Rak, president of Land Creations Landscaping Inc., Columbia Station, OH. Rak joined others in Washington, D.C. to fight for the extension.

"The H-2B program has been a saving grace for our company and our industry," Rak says.

Tom Gerhardt, sales rep for Land Creations, agrees. He recalls the days before the company used H-2B.

"We had a foreman sign out front all summer one year and couldn't fill the position because no one was qualified," he says. "We didn't know which jobs we'd be able to do each day because we didn't know who would show up."

In the past three years under H-2B, however, Land Creations' employees have missed a total of three days. That can be attributed to their work ethic and the way the company treats them.

Every Wednesday this year the company paid for an English teacher to come in and teach the crew. The company also hosts monthly get-togethers for the employees, their families and friends where they get to know each other socially. When it was time for the workers to return home, the company threw a party for them and had it catered by a local Mexican restaurant.

"They're like family," Rak says.
Wave Lavender Spreading Petunia

Easy Wave Rosy Dawn Spreading Petunia

Double Wave Blue Velvet Spreading Petunia

Wave Purple Spreading Petunia

Wave Blue Spreading Petunia

Tidal Wave Silver Spreading Petunia


Easy Wave Spreading Petunia

Tidal Wave® Hot Pink Spreading Petunia & Purple Majesty Ornamental Millet

BallLandscape.com
Brian Helgoe, general manager of Estate Gardens by ValleyCrest, agrees that there is a definite trend toward outdoor living and entertaining. ValleyCrest is one of the top providers of landscape development and maintenance services in the United States. Earlier this year, it acquired two landscape architecture firms, HRP LandDesign, Orange County, CA, and Site Works, Fairhope, AL, to further capitalize on the popularity of the design-build segment. Estate Gardens by ValleyCrest was then launched in October as a full-service residential landscape design, construction and maintenance practice.

"Generally, our clients who live on larger properties are requesting gardens that create a destination at home," Helgoe says. "We see more focus on child- and family-friendly landscapes — including athletic features, eco-friendly habitat programs (bird/butterfly gardens), and comfortable, functional and livable outdoor spaces for entertaining. Garden art and

---

5 design/build trends

1. **Is synthetic turf in your future?** You bet it is, especially if you’re working in the arid Southwest where there’s pressure to limit turfgrass. Elsewhere, synthetic backyard putting greens and play areas are becoming popular with homeowners.

2. **More fireplaces and outdoor kitchens.** There’s something satisfying but primitive about cooking outdoors. There’s no reason not to do it in great style, right?

3. **Big beautiful pots, urns and statuary.** Even if your clients don’t live on estates, they want to feel like they do. You may need a “gardener” on your staff to please these HGTV-influenced clients.

4. **Water. Water. Water.** After a tough day at the office, the working couple finds the gurgle of a fountain or the soft splashing of a waterfall downright soothing, especially after a gin and tonic or two.

5. **No more design freebies.** The days of putting together a free design in hopes of landing a job are over — or they should be. The industry is finally getting smart about giving away its creative work.

— Ron Hall

---

2007 PER HOUR DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION CHARGES

Note: based on 66% of respondents who indicated they will be charging more in ’07
Move rocks with a company that moves mountains.

Whether you’re moving flagstone or trees, you can do it all with the experience of Caterpillar. With Multi Terrain Loaders featuring the lightest footprints in the industry and a full line of work tools, Cat® compact equipment handles all the specific needs of landscapers. Be part of the legacy. See your Cat Dealer or visit cat.com/legacy to learn more.
MUST HAVES' FOR SUCCESS
Design/builder respondents say these attributes rock ("are very important") in the success of their efforts:

- 91% Ongoing client communication
- 78% Technical service
- 72% Fast response
- 72% Full service
- 70% Value
- 53% Customization
- 35% Innovation

We love work-in-progress signage
Designers and builders swear by work-in-progress signage because customers "see our quality work." Other Green Industry contractors see less need for it.

Equipment purchasing
Landscape and lawn service companies will spend more than $964 million for general landscape equipment purchases in the next 12 months. 2006 SUBSCRIBER INSIGHTS STUDY

continued from page 54

sculpture gardens are becoming very popular, be it museum quality or just something quirky."

Though the companies are at opposite ends of the spectrum in terms of size, ValleyCrest is noticing the same design-build trends as Land Creations and JTS Landscaping.

"Entertainment areas are huge," says Russ Cletta, landscape architect for Estate Gardens by ValleyCrest. "Lounge areas that integrate technology for audio-visual, lighting and climate control systems and outdoor fireplaces. The hot trend now is the outdoor gourmet kitchen areas with every conceivable amenity — warming drawers, pizza ovens, even temperature-controlled wine cellars. These kitchens are often incorporated with the desire to grow edibles in the garden. Clients often want their gardens to produce something they can eat: fruit trees, grapes and vegetable and herb gardens are high on the list, especially with young families."

Customers want convenience
ValleyCrest's acquisitions and launches this year allow it to offer one-stop shopping to its customers. Homeowners appreciate,
and are willing to pay for, the convenience of one company creating or renovating their entire landscape. Smaller firms can offer the same thing through subcontracting.

JTS Landscaping, for instance, is building a network of subcontractors that will allow the 15-employee firm to handle just about any design-build project for its clients.

"We're getting more into subcontractors to handle the whole project for the customer — whether it be pools or barns or fences or whatever — because on larger projects the customer likes just dealing with one person."

With the additional demand for landscapes that incorporate a number of design elements comes the need for design-build professionals to offer turn-key services. A water feature, irrigation system, patio, retaining wall, low-voltage lighting and sod installation may seem like specialized services to those in the know, but to the customer, they're all becoming norms of residential landscapes. **LM**
The experts agree that there are three major trends emerging in irrigation: water efficiency, certification and pricing. And within each of those trends are a lot of different factors, some varying by region. Water efficiency, for example, is not nearly as big a deal in the Midwest as it is in the Western states. But many believe it won’t stay that way for long.

Kurt Litton, president of Jetstream Landscape & Irrigation, says that while reuse practices are more prevalent in California than in his market of Grand Blanc, MI, “municipalities are creating more water conservation restrictions even when there is no drought.”

Lome Haveruk, president of DH Water Management Services in Toronto, agrees. “Growth and demand are becoming much larger than supply in many areas,” he says. “This is especially detrimental to irrigation systems based on city water supply.”

However, he sees this as an opportunity for irrigation contractors: “You don’t have

The Big Spend

$525 million

amount Green Industry contractors say they will spend for irrigation equipment purchases in the next 12 months. This figure includes sprinklers/rotors, controllers, valves, systems, pumps and trenchers.

2006 SUBSCRIBER INSIGHTS STUDY
to rely on city water,” he says. “There are options like rainwater harvesting, stormwater collection, ponds, wells, collecting condensation from HVAC pipes into a cistern — even large-scale dehumidifiers that withdraw moisture from the outside air and send the water to onsite storage tanks.”

Municipalities are quickly realizing the economic impact of good irrigation planning. For example, Haveruk explains how a summer drought almost shut down the

continued on page 60
continued from page 59

town of Tofino on Vancouver Island last August. Were it not for bottled water for human consumption and trucked-in water for other uses, the tourist town would have been forced to close its doors.

"Mind you, this is a rainforest area with 103 inches of water a year," he says. "It just cannot hold enough water with the old undersized reservoirs. There are not enough reservoirs to meet the current 600,000 gal/day demand."

Tofino and other towns across North America could benefit from an efficient irrigation method known as "low-volume point source watering," which can reduce consumption up to 80% over conventional spray/rotor methods. "You only need the water at the root zone of the plant, so switching existing spray/rotor systems to low-volume drip systems is a great service to offer existing customers," Haveruk explains.

However, while the technology is readily available, the technical ability to put it to proper use is lacking. Haveruk likens it to using all the features on one's cell phone.

"How many people use all their cell phone menus? It's the same with irrigation: The average irrigation service person uses about 25% of the controller's programming features," he says. "Manufacturers have leading-edge products, there are lots of options - but there's no incentive for contractors to do so. No one is saying 'You're going to make more money if you do it this way.'"

Water is viewed as plentiful and inexpensive, Haveruk continues, so "..."
awakening awaits many in the near future when their water stops flowing freely from the tap. Certification and licensing the trade could be one answer to force compliance.

Andy Smith, state and affiliate relations director for the Irrigation Association in Falls Church, VA, says his organization is working on a policy to mandate conservation while creating an economic opportunity for irrigation companies. "As an industry, we basically need to find ways to make this happen," says Smith, a former irrigation contractor. "Applied science has the ability. But current policy doesn't make it economically viable. This is still a price-driven market, unfortunately, and sometimes the quality of workmanship suffers because of that."

Certification brings professionalism
Smith says the industry needs better communication with the public about how a system designed and installed by a professional can conserve water and thus be more cost-efficient and environmentally sensitive. One major way of spreading this message is through IA's certification program.

Litton agrees, noting that he ensures customers know he's certified and thus able to give them a higher-quality job. "Irrigation requires more specialized knowledge than landscape maintenance," he says, adding that finding and keeping qualified technicians is among his greatest business challenges. "Plus, on the landscape side, your supervisor is always there, but on irrigation you're usually on your own. There's a lot of responsibility there."

Haveruk, whose consulting and design business also offers irrigation certification training, believes it's high time some recognition comes to the "unsung heroes"
Preplanning turns a profit

Despite the negative economy his home state of Michigan is experiencing, Kurt Litton, president of Jetstream Landscape & Irrigation, is keeping his client retention rate high by pre-scheduling winterization services and offering a 10% discount on prepayment.

"We try to pre-schedule our winterization in early September," he explains. "We send a card saying 'We’ll be there on Oct. 21 between 1 and 3 p.m. Please let us know if you need to reschedule.' Then, when someone knocks on their door with a deal of $30 if they do it today, the customer looks at the card on their fridge and says 'No, I have someone coming for that already, thanks.'"

Litton also expanded the services in his irrigation division to include rust removal, fertilizer injection and night lighting. Eventually, he plans to have an incentive program in place where his landscape crew will alert the office to any rust problems they see at their accounts, in order to follow up with a rust removal call.

Pricing a hot topic

While certain parts of the country are thriving, other areas, like hard-hit Michigan, are seeing plant closures and the loss of both white- and blue-collar jobs. This makes it harder to sell irrigation systems that went with a low bid.

"The spray sprinklers were installed poorly, essentially spraying the homes’ foundations on a regular basis and now they have mold problems," he explains. "Homes were damaged and they’re suing the builder."

Pointing out your credentials and reputation to builders during a bid, from a professionally prepared irrigation design, he says, will offer them peace of mind that they are not going to face trouble down the road.

Liquid Management

Store, Pump, Meter & Dispense Your Products More Efficiently

- Small, medium, large mixing/storage systems
- Pump and meter systems for drums, minibulk containers
- Pre-mix tank systems for filling backpacks, jugs and tanks
- Sizes in 50, 110, 220 Gallon
- Featuring Sotera® 400 series diaphram pump
- Mix and dispense with the same pump

Chemical Containers, Inc.
Phone: 1-800-346-7867
Address: P.O. Box 1307 Lake Wales, Florida 33859
Email: sales@chemicalcontainers.com

Better Wiper Seal.
Better Nozzles.
Better Body Cap.
Better Switch Now.

Extra strong body cap won’t leak or crack
Convenient pull-ring flush cap
Co-molded wiper seal eliminates leaks and “flow-by”

Hunter®
The Irrigation Innovators
www.HunterIndustries.com
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Irrigation as an add-on

5.2%

percent of landscaping companies surveyed plan on adding irrigation services to their offering lineup in 2007.

in the residential housing market.

"The hardest thing to combat is price," Smith admits. "Business is business, no matter what. You have to be in tune with what the market needs and wants."

Litton is experiencing it first-hand. Because of the economic situation in his market, he is forced to make up his irrigation service profit in volume.

"With rising interest rates, new construction came to a screeching halt, which meant less new-install jobs," he says. "Now we're going to clients who want to upgrade. There are more clients and less revenue, which is not a great business model but we're not in the position to do anything else."

Still, Haveruk believes there is room for optimism in the irrigation industry. "A lot has happened throughout the last three or four years," he says, referring to technological and conservatism advances. "The Green Industry is taking note, and now we are having the pros stepping up and saying, 'I have the expertise.'"

"People want continue to want nice landscapes," he concludes, "and that is helped with a well-thought-out and professionally designed and installed irrigation system."

---

I had to re-spray several times last year to solve a fungus problem. I learned the hard way - the cost of additional nozzles is a fraction of the cost of poor spraying.

Why Spray Nozzle Selection is Critical to Your Success

The consequences of inadequate spraying can be extremely costly. Under application can result in turf damage and the need to re-spray. Over application results in waste of chemicals. So, be sure you have the best nozzle for your specific application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Type</th>
<th>Herbicides, Fungicides, and Insecticides</th>
<th>Droplet Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbo TeeJet®</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo TeeJet® Induction</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC TeeJet®</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG TwinJet®</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo TwinJet®</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XP BoomJet®</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very Fine | Fine | Medium | Coarse | Very Coarse | Extremely Coarse

(Droplet-size categories may vary with nozzle capacity, spray angle and spray pressure.)

www.teejet.com

TeeJet: No better way to spray
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WHICH TRIMMERS WERE YOU SEARCHING FOR?

At GreenSeeker, you find what you were REALLY looking for.

You know what you’re looking for. You need it now. Vital, up-to-the-minute information to help you grow your business. The million dollar question is, do you know how to find it?

Landscape Management is pleased to introduce GreenSeeker, the most comprehensive Green Industry search engine on the Web. GreenSeeker zeros in on the products, services, and news you want and leaves out everything else.

GreenSeeker gives you a competitive edge – because when you find what you’re looking for, you’re the smarter green industry professional.

Seek and you shall find.
Visit www.green-seeker.com today!

greenseeker
The search engine for the green industry professional.

www.green-seeker.com
Lely USA, Inc.
Industrial Broadcast Spreaders
1-888-245-4684
website: www.lelyusa.com

Known Worldwide for Accuracy & Dependability
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FAST ACTING Bait For Control Of Outdoor Rodent Pests

NEW
RodentRid

FOR CONTROL OF...
• Pocket Gophers
• Ground Squirrels
• Voles

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

✓ Voles
✓ Pocket Gophers
✓ Ground Squirrels
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shindaiwa

BIG POWER!
BIG SAVINGS!

Save Up To $50 on the tried-and-true power of shindaiwa blowers...

EB8T10RT
79.7 cc,
Up to 224 MPH,
762 CFM*

EB34I0 34cc,
Up to 199 MPH,
396 CFM*

EB2510 24.5 cc,
Up to 110 MPH,
328 CFM*

Offer Valid Through December 31, 2006

For your nearest Shindaiwa Dealer, call 800.521.7733 or check our dealer locator at www.shindaiwa.com

Present this coupon to your participating Shindaiwa Dealer for instant savings!
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE

for
Lawn Care & Landscaping
Scheduling
Estimating
Routing
Contracts
Invoicing
Income Reports
Accounts Receivable
Chemical Application Reports
Late Statements
10,000 Customers
Mailing Labels
Your Logo on Bills
Archive & Backup Data
Time & Materials
Track Expenses

FREE Trial
Get your FREE Trial at:
www.adkad.com/LM.htm or 1-800-586-4684
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World Leader in Rodent Control Technology

shindaiwa

Our company, our products, and our reputation are all built on one principle.
Quality.
It's what we're made of.

7-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

EB8T10RT
79.7 cc,
Up to 224 MPH,
762 CFM*

EB34I0 34cc,
Up to 199 MPH,
396 CFM*

For your nearest Shindaiwa Dealer, call 800.521.7733 or check our dealer locator at www.shindaiwa.com

Present this coupon to your participating Shindaiwa Dealer for instant savings!
Smartline controllers get smarter
Weathermatic expands its SmartLine series of modular controllers with the introduction of the SL1624, which handles up to 24 stations. SmartLine controllers feature two new “industry firsts” that simplify troubleshooting: a built-in valve locator and an on-board multi-meter. The built-in valve locator emits an audible chatter at the solenoid so that “missing” valves can be located in minutes. The on-board multi-meter displays the electrical current reading of each zone for quick troubleshooting.

For more information contact Weathermatic at 888/4-THE-PRO or www.smartline.com / circle no. 269

A personal touch
VistaPrint gives landscape business owners the opportunity to market their services with a personalized touch with customizable folded note cards that can be ordered and received in as little as three business days. VistaPrint’s folded note cards can be used as a marketing tool, and as thank you notes, appointment reminders or simply to send well wishes to business contacts and customers. Photos or graphics can be uploaded, or customers can use one of many design templates available to create note cards that best fit their businesses’ style, message and targeted audience.

For more information contact VistaPrint at 800/961-2075 or www.vistaprint.com/notecards / circle no. 270

Growth promoters
Novozymes Biologicals, the makers of Roots biologicals products, introduced two new products: MYCOTabs and Irrigation Solupaks. MYCOTabs 20-10-5 provides slow release feeding of vital nutrients in a convenient pre-measured mycorrhizal 21-gram fertilizer tablet. Designed for below-ground installation to eliminate washouts, MYCOTabs contains added mycorrhizae for increased water and nutrient uptake. Roots Irrigation Solupaks provide a dry rooting stimulant in convenient pre-measured water-soluble packs. Promoting rapid growth and regeneration of roots and seedlings, Solupaks minimize stress during installation and transplanting due to poor environmental conditions.

For more information contact Novozymes Biologicals at 800/342-6173 or www.rootsinc.com / circle no. 271
PROFIT $ PROFIT $ PROFIT $ The answer is NOT more jobs & more equipment! Profits Unlimited is the real deal. Our manuals & CDs will help you earn more CASH & PROFIT for you, GUARANTEED!

CALL: 800-845-0499 www.profisareus.com

"Simply put, our net profit went from 7.66% to 33.3% after applying Profits Unlimited strategies." Mike Rogers Care Takers Ground Maintenance

If you don’t change anything today, nothing will be any different tomorrow!

WANT TO BUY OR SELL A BUSINESS?

Professional Business Consultants can obtain purchase offers from numerous qualified potential buyers without disclosing your identity. There is no cost for this as Consultant’s fee is paid by the buyer. This is a FREE APPRAISAL of your business.

If you are looking to grow or diversify through acquisition, I have companies available in Lawn Care, Grounds Maintenance, Pest Control and Landscape Installation all over the U.S. and Canada.

182 Homestead Avenue, Rehoboth, MA 02769
708-44-6715 • Fax 508-252-4447
E-mail pbcmello@aol.com

Quality Synthetic Grass Surfaces

Building Successful Relationships Since 1998
Call us today 877-881-8477 www.theputtinggreencompany.com www.x-grass.com

ehance your ad with color

GROW ONLINE www.landscapemanagement.net
HELP WANTED

TruGreen LandCare

TruGreen LandCare, nation's largest and most comprehensive provider of landscape services, has immediate openings due to our recent growth in business. We are looking for the following positions:

Branch Manager – Tacoma, WA – #6323 BM
Account Manager – Tigard, OR – #6059 AM
Sales Manager – Everett, WA – #6124 SM

We offer a competitive salary, excellent benefits package, and great work environment!

Duke’s Landscape Management

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING!

A highly successful and recognized industry leader for over 30 years, John Mini Distinctive Landscapes is known for its dynamic people. With over 100 National Awards for quality, this “whatever it takes” company enjoys an unparalleled reputation for customer satisfaction. Based out of our state-of-the-art, 19-acre campus in a beautiful suburban setting, we currently have a challenging career opportunity, with excellent growth potential, in the rapidly expanding division of our $8MM, multi-service landscaping operation. Are you highly skilled and experienced as a manager? Then you know what we’re looking for: Full command of the needs of a commercial landscaping installation operation, including inspired people management, sales support, budgets, P&L, customer service, equipment, sourcing and purchasing.

We are poised to grow big-time. Are you interested? We’ll need to know your professional experience and accomplishments, your salary history and expectations.

You’re invited to contact John Mini, President, to discuss your future.

845.267.5300, ext 266

Or, johnmini@johnmini.com

John Mini Distinctive Landscapes

GOTHIC LANDSCAPE, INC. / GOTHIC GROUNDS MANAGEMENT, INC.

Since 1984, we have been creating long-term relationships with clients through outstanding personalized service and problem solving. We are one of the largest landscape contractors in the southwestern US operating in the greater Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix and Las Vegas markets. The Company specializes in landscape construction and maintenance for residential master-planned community developers, home builders, and industrial commercial developers. We offer an excellent salary, bonus and benefits package. Outstanding career opportunities exist in each of our fast growing branches for:

Account Manager
Estimator
Foreman
Irrigation Technician
Project Manager
Purchasing Agent
Sales Personnel
Spray Technician (QAC, QAL)
Superintendent
Supervisor

For more information, visit
www.gothiclandscape.com
or email: hr@gothiclandscape.com
Ph: 661-257-1266
Fax: 661-257-7749

Don’t STRESS about finding new customers! Simply place a classified ad with Landscape Management Magazine and see the results!
Natural High
Are you enlivened by landscaping? Empowered by excelling? Motivated by managing? Tuned in to teamwork! Turn your energy into a successful long-term career at one of Southern CA’s premier firms and help us reach new heights.

We are looking for the following positions in our Landscape Maintenance, Plant Health Care and Tree Care Departments:

- Branch Managers
- Account Managers
- Sales

Branches in Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego and Ventura Counties.

e-mail: humanresources@staygreen.com
Fax: 877-317-8437 Website: www.staygreen.com

Landscape Division
Manager/Operations Manager
Join the Western States team—one of the most diverse environmental contractors in the West located near the Rocky Mountains, a great place to live and play! WSRI seeks a high level manager to take our landscape construction division to the next level. Proven track record in comparable position.

Details @ www.wsreclamation.com
E-mail resume, salary history & project completion history to L.Chenoweth@wsreclamation.com

FLORAPERSONNEL, INC.
In our third decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/horticulture industry and allied trades worldwide.
Retained basis only.
Candidate contact welcome, confidential and always FREE.
1740 Lake Markham Road
Sanford, FL 32771
407-320-8177 • Fax: 407-320-8083
E-mail: hortsearch@aol.com
www.florapersonnel.com

Senior Estimator
WSRI seeks a senior estimator to manage the estimating dept. Project bids include landscape, irrigation, site work, land restoration and erosion control projects for a variety of different government and private sector projects. Must have strong math and computer skills.
Details @ www.wsreclamation.com
E-mail resume to L.Chenoweth@wsreclamation.com
Or fax (303) 833-4447.

Don’t stress about finding new customers.
Place a classified ad with Landscape Management Magazine
www.landscapemanagement.net

Looking to hire someone?
Reach thousands of professionals in your industry by placing a classified ad!
Garrick-Santo Landscape

Innovating and delivering exceptional customer service

BY RON HALL / Editor in Chief

There's a lot to be said for quiet and efficient competency. Garrick-Santo Landscape Company, Malden, MA, goes about its business with little fuss or fanfare, delivering exceptional customer service around Boston and elsewhere in New England.

Even so the management of Garrick-Santo finds itself "in a fishbowl," says CEO Richard "Rick" Gottschalk, Jr. "This is a tight market with lots of competition. Whenever a new or innovative piece of equipment hits the road, or we do something different, it's not long before we're not the only ones," he says.

For instance, the Malden, MA-based company was one of the first in its market to use Toro Dinos, Super Lawn Trucks or Mulch Mules. "It's a compliment to know we are being mirrored and setting trends," Gottschalk says.

That's the style of the Garrick-Santo management team — quiet, day-to-day service with trained, valued employees using the latest technology. The company offers a full-palette of services — design/build, property maintenance, lawn care and snow management.

While price is important to customers, value and performance are more important in the long run, says Gottschalk. "We're pretty low key. Rather than hype we put our energy into doing things the right way," he says. "We absolutely feel we have an ethical and moral responsibility to our people, our families and our clients to run a good business."

Although the principals in Garrick-Santo have a combined 44 years in Green Industry contracting, and the legacy operation began in 1981, Garrick-Santo is just seven years old, and resulted when Gottschalk and Robert Santo joined operations.

Complimentary styles

Gottschalk oversees financials and major purchases. Santo, a former professional baseball player, runs maintenance sales and most day-to-day operations, including scheduling. Anita Gottschalk, Rick's wife, handles all aspects of the design/build division.

The partnership has worked out well, perhaps because it involves individuals with strikingly different personalities, with Santo being the go-out-and-get-it-done-right presence and Gottschalk the primary strategist. The one thing both men agree upon is a completely ethical operation. No shortcuts.

While customer service is foremost, the owners also realize they're responsible, to a degree, for employees and families that depend upon them for employment. They know that to provide opportunity for their employee family "to assist them to step up to the next level so they can grow," Garrick-Santo must grow too.

To that end, Rick and Rob actively participate in industry associations. They know that to provide opportunity for their employee family "to assist them to step up to the next level so they can grow," Garrick-Santo must grow too.

Online: www.garrick-santo.com Location: Malden, MA
Principals: Richard Gottschalk, Jr., MCLP, CEO, Robert Santo, MCLP, COO Maintenance, Anita Gottschalk, MCLP, Design/Build Manager
Projected 06 revenues: $2.6 million
Founded: 1981 Employees: 26
Meet the hard-working truck built with the small business owner in mind - the International® CF. It's got all the street smarts, maneuverability and payload capacity you demand. And it's here to help your business grow. Visit your International dealer to learn how.

www.InternationalDelivers.com
“Showoff”

Need a skid steer that’s not afraid to strut with your stuff? Get a new 300 Series Skid Steer. Its optimal 60/40-weight distribution, low center of gravity, long wheelbase, and high ground clearance deliver unsurpassed balance and agility. But getting there is only half the battle. Deere skid steers also excel at putting material in its place with a patented vertical-lift boom that delivers exceptional lift height and reach. And numerous Worksite Pro™ attachments put a wide variety of material-handling tasks easily within your grasp. Stop by today and check out all five Deere skid steers. We’ll be glad to show you what they can do.